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Introduction
Ask any Masters swimmer from Longhorn Aquatics (TXLA) about the single best 
quality of our program, and the first thing they will tell you is how lucky we are to be 
coached by Whitney.  Even though we get to swim at a world-renowned facility 
surrounded by swimming “royalty,” the overriding factor that brings us all together 
every day to swim is our coach! Whitney is a decorated Olympic swimmer (1988 and 
1996 – two silver, one gold) who holds a teaching degree from the University of Texas, 
is a former age group swimming coach, and is the mother of three young children. This 
diverse background provides her with the unique ability to impart her wealth of 
swimming knowledge to 200 adults in an effective and engaging manner.  Ed Coates, 
a TXLA swimmer for over 20 years says, “If I could endow Whitney with a position so 
she could coach us forever, I would do it.”

This nomination is divided into five main sections, followed by an appendix of 
attachments.  The first section contains letters of recommendation from four diverse 
and accomplished members of our team.  While many more than four wanted to share 
their personal “Whitney story,” we selected these authors based on the outstanding 
year each had in 2012 in their respective disciplines: triathlon, open water and pool.

The second section details the competitive accomplishments of Whitney’s TXLA 
swimmers.  Since taking over as head coach of TXLA Masters, Whitney has grown the 
team to capacity (limited by the facility) and sustained this level for 8 years.  During her 
tenure as head coach (2005-2012), the team has collectively earned 66 USMS All 
American and 10 USMS All Star honors, versus 10 USMS All Americans and 0 USMS 
All Stars in the prior 16 years (1988-2004). This stark contrast is a true testament of 
how Whitney has grown the team not only in size but also in caliber by encouraging 
swimmers to come back to the pool and compete in meets, postals, and open water 
events.

The third, fourth and fifth sections highlight Whitney’s numerous contributions to 
USMS, local swimming, and the general community. Along with writing numerous 
articles for national and local publications, giving motivational speeches, and hosting 
Masters meets, Whitney is also a constant source of guidance for our team. She 
receives emails and calls around-the-clock about how to improve technique, how to 
succeed in competition, and how to overcome obstacles both in swimming and 
personal life.  When the spouse of one team member was recently diagnosed with 
pancreatic cancer, Whitney rallied the team to provide critically needed support both 
emotionally and financially.

Whitney believes so passionately in the power of swimming that she has made it her 
life.  As our coach, Whitney fully embodies the USMS mission of promoting fitness and 
health in adults through Masters swimming.  She is completely engaged every day in 
making each of her swimmers, at every level, a better person through the benefits of 
swimming.  The following quote sums up our team’s feeling about Whitney. 

“The community Whitney has built in TXLA is essential to my well-being!”
-Steve Limberg Ph.D., longtime TXLA team member
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Section 1: Letters of Recommendation

Each individual letter tells the author’s own story of how Whitney Hedgepeth as a 
coach has helped to achieve specific goals and dreams.

Dear Selection Committee,

I am writing to enthusiastically support Whitney Hedgepeth’s nomination for USMS Coach of 
the Year!  I began training under Whitney in the fall of 2010. Whitney coaches a 200+ 
member team that is collaborative, dedicated, and successful.

Whitney’s energy and passion for swimming is electric. At each workout, after Whitney 
provides the warm-up, she instructs her swimmers to organize themselves from Fast to Not 
as Fast. This expression speaks to the positive environment that Whitney creates and to her 
overall training philosophy. She creates an atmosphere that is welcoming and supportive. I 
am thankful to be a part of a team that has a leader that can work with all the myriad 
personalities that adults bring to sport.  Her no-nonsense approach brings us together to 
train on an intense level.

Not only does Whitney’s personality make her a 
great coach, but her training sessions are the 
best.  Each hour and a half daily work out is 
filled with intensity and variety.  No work out is 
the same and each session is designed with a 
distinct purpose.  Whitney is attentive on the pool 
deck and knows everyone’s times and splits during 
a training session.  I have been amazed at her 
coaching ability, as she paces the pool deck and 
cheers each swimmer during the work out.  She 
is a motivator and knows how to bring out the 
best performance in each athlete.

When I began training under Whitney, I had an 
extreme goal that I intended to accomplish.  I 
wanted to attain the Triple Crown of Open Water 
Swimming by completing the Catalina Channel, the 
English Channel, and the Manhattan Island 
Marathon Swim.  Every step of the way, Whitney 
encouraged me to accomplish my goal and, 
perhaps more importantly, believed in me at times 
when I questioned my own abilities.  Whitney is a 
coach that knows when to push the individual to 

succeed, but also knows not to push too far.  When I was fatigued and needed to take a 
step back, she knew how best to support me.  During the last three years I have spent 
long weekends of training in cold water. On Mondays, when I would come back to the pool, 
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Whitney always asked how long, how far, and what was the temperature.  The support and 
encouragement I received is not out of the ordinary – this is how she works with every 
member of the team, whether they are trying to reach a personal goal of losing weight or 
of becoming the next Ironman World Champion.

My first major swim while training under Whitney was the 20.2 mile Catalina Channel in 
2011.  This swim starts at night off of Catalina Island in California.  Although I was anxious, 
I traveled to California knowing that I had the full confidence of an amazing coach.  Her 
words before that swim, and each subsequent swim of the Triple Crown, resonate with me: 
“I have no doubt in my mind that you can complete this swim.”

Most recently, as I trained for the 2013 Manhattan Island Marathon Swim, Whitney made 
sure that I was prepared physically and mentally, and that I was motivated and ready to 
race.   The swim was particularly challenging due to cold water temperatures and fast 
tides.  Only 11 of the 39 competitors successfully completed that race due to the 
conditions. I am proud to say that I placed fifth overall and second among women. I know 
that Whitney provided the training to face the race’s challenges and push through them to 
finish.

In my 40 plus years of swimming, I have trained with numerous clubs, high school and 
university teams across the county. This is the first letter of support that I have written 
for a swim coach. Under Whitney’s leadership, I have achieved my goal of earning the Triple 
Crown.  On a personal level, Whitney has created a community of people dedicated to 
swimming that I am proud to be a part of.

Thank you for your consideration. Please let me know if you need any additional 
information.

Sincerely,
Katy Dooley

Coaches Committee April 16, 2013
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am pleased to write this letter in support of Whitney Hedgepeth’s nomination for USMS Coach of the 
Year.  Whitney has done a remarkable job with a large and growing Masters program from the very 
moment she took over the Longhorn Aquatics coaching duties in 2005. I would like to point out just a 
few of the reasons why I think she is so deserving of this honor from the perspective of one of the oldest 
members of the team (age 71).  First, I will include a few words about my background in swimming to 
put my recommendation in context.  

I swam in high school and college (West Point class of 1963) and I have been swimming in the Masters 
program for approximately sixteen years: two in Houston and fourteen as a member of the Longhorn 
Aquatics Team.  During my swimming career I have worked out under a number of different coaches -- 
about fifteen or so.  I have also worked out with other teams on occasion, especially while traveling.  
Thus, I believe I am very familiar with the swimming scene and have had an opportunity to observe 
many coaches and many different styles.  Whitney is simply at the top of my list -- for competitive 
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swimmers as well as those interested mainly in fitness (I fall in both categories). The following are just 
some of the reasons why I am such a fan of this young woman.

Organization: Whitney’s ability to manage her many coaching responsibilities is simply flawless.  Our 
team has two workouts per day during the week plus workouts on both Saturday and Sunday. She 
personally coaches most workouts but always ensures that she or one of her staff is present and ready to 
go at the designated hour.  We do not have to wait for the coach to show up! We swim at the University 
of Texas varsity pool and thus are way down on the pecking order when it comes to pool time and space.  
We also have to contend with many meets and functions during the year.  Whitney anticipates problems 
so that our practices are not disrupted.  She is forceful and effective in negotiating for pool space in an 
environment where the Masters program does not have much leverage. She somehow manages to make 
sure her team gets its fair share.  We have had as many as 60 swimmers on some mornings and yet we 
always leave practice feeling that we have had a thorough workout. To me, all of this is even more 
impressive since she is the mother of three small children. 

Innovation: Whitney is an Olympic Gold and two-time Silver Medalist and as such knows well how to 
condition athletes. She has a special talent for designing workouts that are challenging and tough yet 
interesting and never boring. We rarely have the same workout twice. I never feel like I am just slogging 
yards.  She spends a lot of time creating meaningful practices that have clear themes and objectives and, 
as difficult as they are sometimes, there is always an element of fun involved. Whitney works closely 
with her assistant coaches to make sure the various practices are consistent throughout the week.

Engagement: When Whitney is on deck she is engaged. She is involved in each workout from its start 
to finish.  She knows the strengths and weaknesses of each of the almost two hundred swimmers in our 
program.  When we have a challenging set she is right there checking to ensure we pick a challenging 
interval and following up to see how each of us performed: “ Did you descend that set?”, “ How many 
breaths did you take?”  Whitney is excellent on technique and is constantly helping each of us overcome 
bad habits.  She is equally involved in training the nationally ranked athletes and the beginner 
swimmers.  Whitney has the special talent of making you want to do better.

My Personal Experience: During my time with Whitney I have at times been preparing for a meet, at 
times recovering from injury, and at times simply maintaining fitness. Whitney has helped me to further 
my goals in each circumstance.  I have enjoyed some success as a competitor under her guidance with 
the following highlights

Top 10 Times: 
25 total including one All American event (LC 
2011) plus three #2s, and eight #3s

National Meets:
Six National Championships (Two at Woodlands 
(2007) and four at Auburn (2011) plus five second 
places and five third places.

I credit Whitney largely for my success in these 
competitions. She has provided the conditioning 
and stroke work necessary to get ready for the 
meets, provided the guidelines for proper fine 
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tuning, and provided the moral support to get mentally ready for the challenges. 

As testament of the above, during the time Whitney has been coaching us, I have seen our team grow 
significantly. Attendance at morning workouts has more than doubled since she took over. In the locker 
room, after practice, it is common to hear swimmers commenting on the effectiveness of her workouts.  
She is simply tops and, in addition, Whitney is just a genuinely good person.  The foregoing are just 
some of the reasons why I think that Whitney so deserves and I recommend her for this high honor 
without reservation.

Yours truly,
James D. Murff, Ph.D.

Coaches Committee:

I am pleased to write this letter on behalf of my Swim Coach Whitney Hedgepeth.  As a full time 
Professional Triathlete I have to balance my training for all 3 disciplines.  While the swim is the shortest 
part of our race, it is critical that I do not lose any time to my competitors and in fact, pick up time in 
this part of the race.  Therefore swim training and the right kind of swim training is extremely important 
to me. This is why I have chosen to swim for Whitney and Longhorn Aquatics.

It is a typical Thursday morning at the UT Swim Center, 
as Whitney puts the white board up and announces the 
swim warm up. We are fortunate to get to hop into long 
course meters for about 30 minutes before we’ll be 
shuffled over to the diving well; but nobody complains, 
as most are eager to see what lies before us. It is long 
distance freestyle day, one that I rarely miss. I try to see 
the board but it’s tough with 40-50 people crowding 
around me. She announces “400 drag fingertips (really 
DRAG THEM on the surface, nice high elbows), 100 right 
arm; left arm at your side, breathe to the side of the arm 
that is down; 300 catch up, 100 left arm; 200 swim with 10 
kicks on your side to every 3 strokes; 100 swim build by 
25. Either finish this up or stop at 6:55 and we’ll move up 
to the well.” Sounds overwhelming for warm up, doesn’t 
it?! But this is just one of the many things that Whitney 
Hedgepeth, head coach for UT Longhorn Aquatics 
Masters, does so well; she keeps variety in our workouts, 
holds us accountable, and always puts thought into what 
she tells us to do. 

I started swimming with UT Masters back in 2010, and I’ve been racing as a professional triathlete since 
2002. Having been a collegiate swimmer, I was able to ride that swim fitness for a few years of racing 
triathlon. But by 2008, I began to come out of the water further back than I saw acceptable. I decided to 
give Masters a shot in 2010 knowing I needed to keep my swimming up among the best in triathlon. In 
the past 3 years, I have seen extreme value in this group; not only with the fitness I have gained from 
the workouts, but the energy of this Masters group is truly contagious; and it all stems from having an 
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organized, effective, and diligent head coach; not to mention simply “real” and caring. Rather than 
drone on, I just wanted to highlight a few reasons why I truly believe Whitney to be an unparalleled, 
incredible Masters Coach; one beyond deserving of Masters Coach of the Year.

1) Accountability. She holds each and every person in the pool accountable. And she does this by 
truly being on deck not just physically, but constantly involved and interactive with the entire 
workout. I’ve often said she has eyes in the back of her head. How on earth someone make a 1.5 hr 
swim workout run perfectly smoothly with 4-6 people per lane (on average 8 lanes), all varying 
from a base of ~1:10/100 yd to 2:30/100 yd, I will never understand; but she makes it work. She 
catches you when you change something up; she notices. She holds you accountable. Likewise, 
when you hit a set you are proud of, she notices. It is these little things that keep people coming 
back for more, day in, day out.

2) Variety & Quality. Variety is the spice of life, but it’s also the spice of swimming. While we have a 
routine (Monday freestyle, Tues/Wed IM, etc) the variety she comes up with regularly always 
keeps us guessing. Again, it is small things such as this that keep the swimmers engaged. She also 
has something ‘fast’ in every single workout; it may not be long, but there will be speed in some 
format; which is one of the many reasons that I believe she has help foster so many fast swimmers 
within the group (or at the very least, allowed most to see measured improvement). This brings me 
to the ‘quality’ aspect. Whitney really focuses on purpose with the given workouts, and she lets you 
know what the goal of each set (even warm up) is. While you may want to show up and zone out, 
she will keep you on your toes; and to me, that is a quality coach. She truly challenges each and 
every person in the pool; but she does so with respect, she’ll not force someone to do something; 
she’ll just gently nudge, and when you do it (and accomplish it), she’ll notice and commend you. 
That makes for happy swimmers. 

3) Attitude. Whether practice starts at 5 am or noon, Whitney brings a great and consistent attitude to 
the sessions. She has got to be tired at some of these early workouts, but you’d never know it. She 
brings an awesome energy to the workouts that is truly contagious. But at the same time, she is not 
a cheerleader; and that is one of the many things I respect. She will arrive ready to be a coach, 
deliver a quality workout, and commend you for a job well done. She keeps a very positive vibe 
throughout the pool from start to finish. She will let you know who is boss; but at the same time, 
she will be (and wants to be) your friend as well. That can be a tricky balance to strike, but she does 
so perfectly. I have often times showed up to practice tired or grumpy, maybe not wanting to be 
there; but every time I leave, I feel better and I have a better disposition. And I know that is not just 
from swimming.

4) Personal Touch. I have often believed that a coach-athlete relationship is almost entirely based on 
personality; personalities that mesh. That can be difficult when you are one coach, amongst 50-100 
‘athletes’. But no matter who you are, how fast or slow you are (as Whitney says, the lane 
assignments go “fast to not as fast”…no one is slow) Whitney welcomes you on deck and wants to 
know a little about ‘you’ outside of swimming (in a very noninvasive way). She is a thinker. She’ll 
inquire about each person who shows up to the workout. She cares; far more about you as a person 
than she does as to what time you can post. A recent story: I showed up to the swim the morning 
after the Boston Marathon bombings. I was very distracted and distant, as I could not stop thinking 
about it. She says to me halfway into the workout, “Kelly, you’re quiet.” I told her I was a bit 
distracted about the recent events. She just nodded. The next day, midway through swim, she says 
to me “Kelly you seem better today.” I asked her what she meant. She remarked “Well yesterday 
you were sad.” It just really struck me that this is who Whitney is. She is far, far more than a coach; 
she is truly a friend to all those she coaches. People trust her and respect her, but it all goes both 
ways. I honestly could not imagine a better Masters swim coach out there; and truth be told, I’m not 
looking for one!
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5) Results Whitney along with my fellow teammates has encouraged me to participate in the pool 
postal events.  This has been fun and rewarding to place first in these prestigious events

• 1st 2013 Overall Woman 1 hr Postal Swim (5255 yards)
• 1st 2012 Overall Woman 3k Postal Swim (34:05)

• Professional Career Highlights:
• 2012:  US Pro 70.3 Pro Champion IM Texas 70.3
• 2012 Champion San Juan 70.3
• 2012 Champion 3M Half Marathon 
• 2012 2nd Panama 70.3 
• 2011 Champion San Juan 70.3 
• 2011 Champion Buffalo Springs 70.3
• 2011 2nd Ironman Texas (9:07)
• 2010 Champion Branson 70.3
• 2010 Champion Steelhead 70.3
• 2010 3rd Ironman Coeur d’Alene (9:39)
• 2002 ITU Pan American Champion
• 2002-2005 Member of Resident National Team, Olympic Training Center 
• 2002 Member of ITU World Championship Team 
• 2002 USAT Elite Rookie of the Year

Kelly Williamson ~ Professional Triathlete
www.kellyhwilliamson.com

Coaches Committee: 

I am pleased to write this letter in support of Longhorn Aquatics Masters Coach Whitney Hedgepeth for 
USMS coach of the year.  Whitney has done an incredible job building and maintaining the largest 
USMS team in Central Texas.  

In January 2010 I started back swimming after almost 30 years off.  I had competed in high school in 
Berkeley, CA, and college at the University of Kansas.  Before 2010 I had swum just a bit in the early 
90s with Dallas Aquatics but my focus was on triathlons. I stopped triathlons in 1995 and had not been 
in the water since.  Due to some back injuries that prohibited me from running and biking I decided to 
try Masters swimming.  I sent Whitney an email asking if I could try out the team and program.  She 
responded right away saying I was welcome to try the program and gave me the workout schedule and 
all the info I needed.

My first workout back was January 2010. During that first workout Whitney welcomed me and 
explained the program, lanes and how practices work. My thought was to do around 2500 yards and 
build up from there.  Whitney’s first comment to me when I got out at 2500 was “where are you going, 
practice is still going on?” We both laughed and from that day I knew I was going to swim again and get 
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back in shape! Her jab at me motivated me to complete the next practice at 4000 yards! I started with 3X 
a week and with encouragement from Whitney and the team I gradually increased to 6X per week. In 
less than 1 year I lost 16 pounds and added muscle.  My old swimming body returned!  I felt like I was 
22 again.

Workouts:

Whitney is always early to practice and never 
once have I seen practice not start on time.  
Workouts are very well organized and thought 
out prior to practice starting.  Whitney does not 
come in and have to think up the sets, as she 
already has a set workout planned.  

I never get bored as workouts always change 
and we rarely do the same workout twice.  
Whitney also does sets where everyone in the 
pool is on the same interval as we do drop 
downs on 100s and 50s or she will pick an 
interval and then your lane picks the distance.  
For example we will go 15 X 2:00 you pick the 
longest distance you can make and make the 
2:00 interval.  This keeps everyone on the same 
interval and working out as a team!  

For my 55th birthday I asked Whitney if we could go 55 x 100.  We did and she made it challenging, fun 
and hard as we did the sets on the 1:15, 1:10 and 1:05 interval.  News Year day we always have a tough 
practice and we went 8000 consisting of 20 x 100, 20 x 50, 20 x 100, 20 x 50 and 20 x 100.  Eddie 
Reese the UT men’s coach was amazed at how many people were at practice and how many of us made 
the sets.  I love to train and Whitney’s workouts have me in the best shape of my life.

Engagement:

Whitney is constantly walking up and down the deck during practice totally engaged in the workout.  
Asking what times are you holding, what time did you just do on the last repeat?  She is also constantly 
looking at your stroke and commenting. For me I have several flaws she is always reminding me of, 
crossing over on freestyle and head down and forward on breaststroke.  Whitney also is interested in 
each person, always asking how was your weekend was or telling a story as we rest between sets.  These 
personal touches make workouts fun and interesting.  

Team:

I love the team atmosphere that Whitney has fostered at TXLA and all the camaraderie with fellow 
swimmers.  To me Masters swimming is about the experience, hanging with my fellow swimmers and 
getting in the best shape of my life.  Since 2010 I now have many new friends that my wife and I see 
socially.  This summer a group of us are going to nationals and then from Mission Viejo we are taking a 
trip to Napa Valley and San Francisco together.
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My Results:

When I started back I did not intend to compete, but as I gradually felt better in the water and with 
encouragement from Whitney and my teammates I entered an SCM meet in December 2010.  After just 
a few months in the water Whitney was encouraging me to swim in meets. Once I did compete I was 
hooked as I enjoyed the competition again and have competed in numerous meets the last 2 years.  
Without Whitney’s coaching and encouragement through tough workouts I could not have achieved 
these results:

• 3 National Championships 2011: LCM in Auburn 100 Fly, 200 IM, and 400 IM (50-54)
• 3 National Championships 2012: LCM in Omaha 200 IM, 400 IM and 200 Fly (55-59)
• 2011 #1 FINA world ranking LCM 200 IM, #3 400 IM, #4 100 Fly (50-54)
• 2012 #1 FINA world ranking LCM 200 IM, 400 IM, #2 200 Fly, #3 100 Fly (55-59)
• 2012 #1 FINA world ranking SCM 200IM, 400IM, 100Fly
• USMS All American: 2011, 2012 Individual and Relays
• 4 World Record Relays: LCM 400 Free and 400 Medley, SCM 400 Medley and 200 Medley 

Relays (200-239)
• 2 SCY National Relay Records: 800 Free and 400 Medley Relays (55+)
• 4 Open Water Relay records: 5K, 3000/6000 and 1 HR postal (55+)
• 15 individual and 8 Relay Top Ten Times
• 2012 #2 in 55-59 Long Distance: 5K, 3000, 6000 
• 2013 #2 in 55-59 Long Distance 1HR postal
• 2012 Open Water: Sharkfest Alcatraz Swim August 2012 (#1 Male, #2 overall) 

Summary
In my age group career, on to high school and college I have had many coaches.  I have to say Whitney 
is at the top of that list. While I was a good college swimmer, making nationals a few times, but never 
coming close to placing in the top 12.  Due to Whitney’s workouts, motivation, and stroke changes I am 
now winning events at Nationals, setting many World and National relay records.  None of this would be 
possible without Whitney!  As I have said many times I love our coach and TXLA team.

Sincerely,
Jim Sauer
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Section 2: Accomplishments over the Past Year

Longhorn Aquatics Masters (TXLA) is the largest Masters program in central Texas.   
The TXLA Masters group is 50% of the total membership of Longhorn Aquatic, which 
has membership of 400 including USAS and USMS swimmers.  The program is 
remarkably consistent with USMS membership averaging over 200 members each 
year.

USMS Club Membership TXLA 2013 2012 2011

208 220 197

TXLA uses the University of Texas Jamail Swim Center facility, which is one of the best 
and fastest pools in the country.  While the facility is incredible, this presents some 
unique challenges as the Masters program must share pool time with both University 
of Texas Mens and Womens swim teams as well as the TXLA age group team.  
Whitney does an incredible job fighting for and scheduling pool time, as you can 
imagine the Masters program is the lowest priority, even though the Masters program 
has more members than any other TXLA program.  Whitney’s excellent relationship 
with UT varsity coaches (Eddie Reese - Men; Carol Capitani - Women) allows the 
Masters program to get good access to pool time and enough lanes.   Due to the 
limitations of available pool space the growth of the program is limited.  
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TXLA has members ranging from their early 20’s to their late 70’s, and is a strong mix 
of both male and female participants.  The team also has a good mix of competitive 
swimmers, fitness swimmers, professional and amateur triathletes, and a core group of 
dedicated open water swimmers.  

Since Whitney began coaching TXLA the club has increased its participation in 
National championship events as well as Regional and Zone championship meets. The 
reason for this is simple, Whitney melds 200+ people into a team and encourages and 
challenges swimmers to compete and try to improve their times and swimming ability.  
Everyone is encouraged to compete and be a part of the great team atmosphere at 
meets. 

For example, when TXLA hosted the 2013 SCY Zone Championships, the team had 
close to 40% of the membership compete.  TXLA won both men and women's team 
titles.

Below is a brief summary of the team’s placements for the last 3 years at Nationals.

Nationals Team 
Results (combined)

2012 2011 2010

SCY

LCM

21st 8th 4th

15th 11th 26th

Pool Swimmer Accomplishments

Since 2005 when Whitney took over as head coach of TXLA the program has 
increased not only in participation at meets but also with swimmers achieving Top 10 
results, along with many All Americans and All Stars.  Swimmers like Bess Hilpert, 
Kristy Ditzler, and Stacy Leon, who never dreamed they could be in the Top 10, are 
now regularly achieving Top 10 times in their respected age groups.

Whitney is all about the team atmosphere and nothing brings together the team more 
than relays.  Whitney is always encouraging the team to put together relays, and as a 
result TXLA holds numerous World and National relay records. 

Last year the relay team of Ande Rasmussen, David Guthrie, Jim Sauer and Mike 
Varozza broke 4 World Records in the men’s 200-239 age group; 2 in LCM (400 Free 
and 400 Medley) and 2 in SCM (200/400 Medley).  

The relay team of Mike Varozza, Chris Eckerman, Ande Rasmussen, Tyler Blessing, 
Todd Bartee, (Todd on medley’s) in the 160-199 age group hold every World record in 
SCMs (200,400, 800 Free and 200,400 Medley) along with also holding the world 
records in LCM 400 Free and 400 Medley Relays. This same group along with Brad 
Bailey holds all 4 SCY National Relay records in the 35+ age group.
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Not to discount the Postal Relays!  In 2012 the men’s 55+ age group the relay team of 
Jim Sauer, Larry Wood and Dick Worrel, with Jeff Wetzel in the 6000, broke 3 Postal 
relay records. (3000, 6000, and 5K).  In 2013 the group was at it again breaking the 
one-hour relay record and the 10K relay record by 27 minutes! (10K relay time was 
faster than old record but not yet official as final results will be after 10/1/2013).  Both 
Dick and Jeff are first time record breakers! 

Below is the last 3 years of Top Ten Achievements, All Americans and All Stars: 
An impressive statistic to note is that from 2005-2012 during Whitney’s tenure as head 
coach there have been 66 USMS All Americans and 10 USMS All Stars, versus 10 All 
Americans and zero All Stars in the prior 16 years (1988-2004).

Top Ten 2012 2011 2010

SCY

SCM

LCM

51 55 72

43 9* 52

57 52 45
*Note: At the 2011 SCM regional meet in San Antonio all swims were disallowed due to a 
faulty pool length certification; many swimmers lost Top Ten and All American swims including 
several USMS national and FINA World Records.

Top Ten Relay 2012 2011 2010

SCY

SCM

LCM

2 4 10

3 0 4

7 3 0
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All American 2012 2011 2010

Long Distance

Pool

Pool Relay

2 4 3

8 7 9

6 10 12

All Star 2012 2011 2010

Long Distance

Pool

1 1

1 2

Each person below, along with many others, will tell a story about how Whitney has 
helped them achieve some incredible accomplishments in the pool, open water 
events, postals, and triathlons.

Ande Rasmussen (45-49): All American 2005 - 2012
Ande is the world record holder in the SCM 100 IM and he had another impressive 
year despite being 49 and at the top of his age group.  Ande had multiple #1 times and 
a host of Top Ten times. Ande also won the 50 Back at LCM nationals.  Ande was part 
of the relay team that set 4 world records noted above.  In 2011 Ande had 4 #1 times 
and set the National record for the Postal 10K in the 45-49 age group.  Ande most 
recently competed in the PAN AM’ National meet and went 5 for 5 #1 finishes in the 
mens 50-54 age group!  Ande also posts a Blog on USMS forums highlighting his 
training workouts and competitions.  His blog is Swim Faster Faster.  Ande says, "I've 
been fortunate in swimming these past several years with a few WRs, NRs, and #1 
rankings. I may be blessed with a bit of talent, but I've worked hard and have a great 
team environment; for all that I give the credit to Whitney. She's an amazing coach and 
I wouldn't have done it without her."
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Mike Varozza (45-49): All American 2008-2012
Mike had another great year in 2012 with two #1 times, three #2 times and 9 top ten 
times.  Since returning to the pool in 2008 and training with Whitney, Mike has earned 
five USMS All American honors along with 37 Top Tens and was also part of the relay 
team that set 4 world records in 2012. He's been a valuable relay member since 2008, 
helping to set 16 world and national relay records in various age groups and courses. 
Mike says, "Whitney's innate ability to motivate each swimmer on an individual basis 
has helped return my swimming to a level that I never would have imagined on my 
own."

Bess Hilpert (55-59):
Bess started swimming in 2007 and 
soon after started competing.  In 
the beginning she was last in all her 
events, but through Whitney's 
coaching and her determination 
Bess gradually got better and 
better.  In 2012 Bess swam both 
SCY and LCM Nationals placing in 
the Top 10 in 50, 100, 200 Free and 
all Fly events, and placed 3rd in the 
100 Free in Omaha.  "Whitney is 
helping me make my dreams come 
true!"

For a list of the many pool accomplishments of Jim Sauer and Don Murff please refer 
to their respective letters of recommendation.

Long Distance and Open Water accomplishments

Katy Dooley:
Katy believes that pool training is essential to being an accomplished Open Water 
swimmer.  Katy’s goal in 2012 was to swim the English Channel.  Whitney played an 
important role in Katy’s preparation as Katy mixed hard pool workouts with open water 
training.  Katy accomplished her goal and made a successful Channel crossing in 11 
hours and 16 minutes.  Katy just swam Manhattan Island Marathon in June 2013, and 
now has the triple crown of Open water; English Channel, Catalina Channel and 
Manhattan Island Marathon.  Katy is one of 69 people in this exclusive group. Katy 
also recently swam 12 events and 2 relays at the SCY Zone meet in April.

In the recent 2013 National Championship 5K hosted in Ft. Myers Florida, TXLA 
members Sally Dykstra, (50-54) Sharon Smith, (55-59) and Andrea Nunez-Smith 
(18-24) all won their respected age groups. All train in the pool with Whitney.  Like Katy 
they agree that challenging pool workouts get them in tiptop shape for open water 
races.

Larry Wood and Kelly Williamson both won Long Distance and Open Water National 
Championships in 2012. Kelly in the 3000 Postal (30-34) and Larry in the 5K National 
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Championship (55-59).   Since Training with Whitney, Larry has racked up 4 Long 
Distance USMS All Star awards including 3 in a row from 2009-2011.  Larry also 
boasts 16 All American honors to his credit.  Kelly was also an All American in 2011 in 
Long Distance.

For the past two years, Brian Vance has placed first in the 60-64 division of the Howdy 
Honda Cap 2k, a local open water race; this year Brian placed 12th overall in a field of 
160 from which he was also 12th oldest! About his longtime coach Brian said, "I have 
now swum for Whitney more than twice as long as any other coach. It has truly been a 
joy. Her experience, technical expertise, and professionalism are beyond reproach. I 
am grateful for the work she does behind the scenes to ensure pool time, the thought 
she puts into making workouts creative and fun, her cheerful, supportive demeanor, 
and her personal interest in every one of her swimmers. I especially appreciate the 
environment that Whitney has created for us; it’s all about the people. She's the best."

Pro and Amateur Triathletes Accomplishments

TXLA has numerous world class Triathletes that train with Whitney. They choose TXLA 
due to the superior workouts and competition in workouts.  Each credits Whitney with 
improving their swimming fitness and race swim times.

Kelly Williamson had a stellar year on the Ironman circuit winning 4 races and placing 
15th in the Ironman Hawaii championship.  Kelly is consistently one of the leaders in 
the swim portion of the Ironman races.  www.kellyhwilliamson.com

Pat Evoe is another world-class triathlete who came off a great year in 2012 winning 
Ironman Louisville and most recently placing 2nd in the Ironman Australia.  Pat recently 
noted that training with Whitney 
has taken 12 minutes off his 2.1-
mile swim time. 
www.patrickevoe.com

Other pro triathletes that train 
with TXLA include Chris 
McDonald, Colin O’Brady, 
Kelzie Beebe, Brandon and Amy 
Marsh. Colin is training for the 
2016 Olympic Trials.  Many local 
amateur triathletes train with 
TXLA including Julie and Michael 
Fiocca, Carl Stolle, Dr. Brad 
Price, Ben Munguia, and Joe 
Mandy to name just a few.
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Section 3: Publications, Articles, Clinics, Lectures
For the past several years Whitney has been active writing magazine articles for both 
Swimmer, the official magazine of USMS, and Austin Fit Magazine, the premier local fitness 
publication in Austin Texas.  Please see the appendix for the full copy of each article.

Recent articles for Swimmer include “What You Don’t See Can Hurt You” October 2010 and 
“Stroke Awareness” February 2011.  Brief excerpt below:

In 2012, Whitney wrote a series of four articles for Austin Fit magazine, which is the premier 
local fitness publication in Austin.  Articles were; “Improvement is Easy as 123”, “Variety Adds 
Spice”, “Life’s Lessons Learned Through Competition”  and “Trying Out a Masters Swim 
Team” (brief excerpt below), which highlights Whitney’s passion for Masters swimming while 
encouraging people to try something new.
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“Often the most common 
mistakes swimmers make are 
not apparent to the swimmers 
themselves.  An error might be 
painfully obvious to a coach or 
another observer, but unless 
the swimmer can feel the 
difference then he or she might 
continue to make the same 
mistake over and over until it 
becomes a bad habit that is 
hard to break.”

“There are many different Masters programs in Austin and 
each team has a different feel and atmosphere. There is one 
out there that will fit each person’s personality. Almost all the 
Masters programs in town let new swimmers try out a 
practice for free to see what they think. I recommend this, as 
I think it is the best way to find a group you feel comfortable 
with and one that fits what you are trying to accomplish. 

Once you decide to try out a team email the coach and ask 
what is a good time to come in and find out what the team’s 
policy is regarding visits.  You will need a good swimsuit, and 
a pair of goggles that fit well.  Almost all women and 70% of 
men wear a swim cap.  Most teams use fins, kickboards, 
bouys, and paddles in their workout so I advise buying your 
own and using an equipment bag to carry them.”



Whitney is a highly sought after speaker in Austin and USA swimming.  In the past 5 
years Whitney has spoken to numerous organizations.  When Whitney speaks to a 
groups she weaves a message of what swimming has brought to her life: goal setting, 
achieving dreams, rebounding from failure, and how to live a balanced life.  The 
passion and power of her speeches about swimming and life are uplifting, yet humble 
and moving. Whitney truly believes that swimming is the special gift with which she 
has been blessed, and she does her best to share and spread this gift as far and wide 
as possible.

Some of the groups where Whitney has been a featured speaker:

• Austin and Westlake Independent school districts (5 years running)
• Longhorn Swim Camp (8 years with 8 camps per summer)
• Church groups 
• USA Swimming Olympic Trials (every year since 2000)
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Whitney spoke to a group at 
www.seekingthepoint.com explaining 
that one of her life great lessons 
came after failing to qualify for the 
1992 Olympic team after having been 
a young team member in 1988. She 
rebounded from the crushing defeat 
in 1992 and came back with a 
vengeance in 1996 winning two silver 
medals and a gold.  The audience was 
hanging on every word, and the look 
in the kids eyes as they held a real 
Olympic Gold medal was priceless.  
She wove into her talk a message 
about the importance of swimming in 
her life, family, teammates, faith, and 
how these qualities helped help her 
overcome the disappointment of 
1992 and make her an Olympic 
champion in 1996.  

http://www.seekingthepoint.com
http://www.seekingthepoint.com


Section 4: Contribution to USMS and Local Masters
Whitney is very engaged with the LMSC and is well known in the Austin swimming 
community.  Whether it is writing articles, speaking at events, coaching Masters, 
coaching age group or summer league, Whitney promotes the sport of swimming to all 
ages.  Many former swimmers have come back to swimming and have joined the 
TXLA team and USMS after years of inactivity.  Swimmers like Dr. Nathan Breazeale, 
Dr. Dick Worrel, Kristyne Blackburn, Brian Vance, Katy Ditzler, Mike Varozza, Todd 
Bartee and David Alley. They all came back to swim with Whitney and have embraced 
the camaraderie and great team 
atmosphere.

Whitney welcomes USMS drop ins and this 
year TXLA instituted a 10 swim punch card 
for swimmers who may be visiting for several 
weeks, or swimmers that do not want the 
commitment of paying monthly dues.  This 
option encourages people to try Masters 
swimming with our team.  Whitney has 
excellent relationships with the other local 
USMS coaches and allows reciprocal visits.  

Following Whitney’s encouragement, many TXLA team members are involved in both 
local and national USMS governance.  STLSMC board members include five TXLA 
members including Ed Coates, Tyler Blessing, Mary Jurey, Kelzie Beebe and Jim 
Sauer.  Jim serves on the National Long Distance committee, while Tyler serves on the 
USMS Championship committee and is currently South Central Zone chair.  TXLA will 
have four board members attending the USMS convention in September.

Whitney tailors the program to accommodate swimmers of all levels of ability, 
including those with special needs. TXLA has two such swimmers that train regularly 
with the team. Patricia Walsh is blind and Joel Rosenblum has the use of only one 
arm.  Both are para-triathletes.  Whitney takes special care of these individuals and 
ensures they are in the right lane, adjusting the workout as needed. The Austin local 
ABC affiliate recently wrote a story on Joel:  www.kvue.com/sports/Austin-Triathlete-
inspires-excels-208228011.html

Every week Whitney sends out the weekly practice schedule along with a motivational 
quote and a recipe (see appendix for example). Whitney complements these weekly 
emails with updates on swimmers recent performances,  for example an email was 
sent out on three team members that competed and won their age group in the USMS 
5K National Championships.

One of Whitney’s recent innovations is that every week she requests one swimmer to 
compose a brief biography that she sends out as a Swimmer of the Week email to 
the entire team.  This way everyone gets to know each other and gets a little 
background on different teammates.  This feature has really caught on and now people 
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are getting very creative in their Bio’s.  Dr. Craig Siegal recently wrote his in the style of 
an interview with Sports Illustrated.  Another recent notable was Patricia Walsh who is 
a blind para-triathlete as well as a motivational speaker (see appendix C).

Whitney has molded TXLA into a tight group of folks that like to swim and also have 
FUN! Whether it is team parties, going to breakfast after practice, attending the annual 
white elephant holiday party, doing Sunday open water swims in Barton Springs or 
racing at meets. You can always count on the Facebook updates highlighting races, 
events, accomplishments, and postings of pictures.  Team member Joe Mandy is 
always making videos of meets and members available on YouTube. Joe’s latest video 
on Whitney can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAZSeB8EAGo  
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Quotes from TXLA Swimmers on what Whitney has meant to their swimming 

“I believe it is her ability to connect at a personal level that convinced me to finally tackle some 
technical problems with my freestyle and flip turns that date well back into the 1970's.” Sally Dykstra

“She is constantly encouraging, attentive, gives inventive 
workouts, keeps us in line (which is hard to do with a diverse 
group of adults), contains a wealth of swimming knowledge, and 
challenges us to be better.  I really can't imagine swimming 
Masters without her!” Mary K. Jurey 
“Whitney is interested in getting to know her swimmers beyond 
swimming and truly cares about each one of them.” Kristy Ditzler

“When I began swimming for TXLA Masters I had not swum for 
22 years, Whitney seems to have a sixth sense and knows what 
makes each swimmer tick and pushes us to each of our limits/
capacity.” Kristyne Blackburn

“Whitney stayed late to yell for me when I swam in one of the 
last heats of the 1000 Freestyle, the last event of the 3-day Zone 
meet.” Henry McCready

“Whitney has pushed me to new PR’s by her encouragement 
while also correcting several of my stroke flaws.  She has encouraged me to breathe every other 
stroke, which has improved my body position and helped my elbows stay high” Joe Mandy

“Whitney has the ability as a coach to give each swimmer individual coaching and 
consideration, adapting her approach, delivery, and 
her coaching style to harmonize with, and motivate, 
each individual swimmer.” David VanDam 

“I am grateful for her persistent constructive criticism 
of my stroke technique.” Dale R Huggins

“Five years ago I finished dead last in all six of my 
events, now I rank in the top ten in most of my 
events.” Bess Hilpert

“Whitney cares.  She 
cares for the team on 
a personal level 
asking about our lives and careers, and listening, and 
remembering to follow up on conversations in order to make 
each team member feel appreciated.” Beth Plevitch

"Whitney Hedgepeth is the best coach I've ever had. In five 
years she took me from nothing to the cover of Swimmer 
magazine! What more is there to life than that?" Tyler Blessing
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Section 5: Longterm Contributions

Having been a teacher and a USA swimming age group coach, Whitney made a 
decision that she wanted to coach Masters in 2005.   When Whitney took over TXLA 
she totally revamped the program.  TXLA offers 11 practice times each week.  Monday 
through Saturday mornings (1 ½ hours), and Sunday through Thursdays at noon (1 ¼ 
hours).  This schedule has been refined over eight years and draws the most weekly 
participants.  Practice averages around 40-50 people in morning and 30 at noon.  
Occasionally we will have over 60 people in morning practice.

Whitney is extremely organized. She plans and designs the workout schedule 1 month 
in advance.  Each day has a specific goal; Monday, Thursday, and Saturday are 
freestyle, typically focused with short rest intervals for the sets, (average 100 pace is 
1:05 to 2:00), Tuesday and Wednesday are stroke/IM days. Friday is “FAST” Friday and 
is all quality at race speed.  Sunday is sprint sets.  This schedule allows team 
members a variety of options and they choose the best ones that match their specific 
goals.  For example, many of the triathletes like Monday, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday practices and they skip the ones focused on IM and stroke work.  Lanes are 
set up fast to not as fast, making it is easy for people to select the correct lane, as 
each lane has interval time by 100 yards going from 1:05/1:10 up to 2:00+.  

As referenced in many of the articles, Whitney promotes the sport of Masters 
swimming primarily as a sport to encourage and improve physical fitness.  Also as 
noted in sections above Whitney encourages participation in meets, postals events, 
and open water and is a tireless promoter of 
Masters swimming both locally and nationally. 

A few more examples of extra activities Whitney 
does to promote the sport of USMS swimming.

★ 2008 USMS Spring Nationals Host
★ 2009 USMS SwimFest Coach
★ 2013 South Central Zone Championship Host
★ Bids submitted to host 2013, 2014 and 2015 

SCY Nationals 
★ Promotes LD/Postal events and schedules 

pool time and lanes for swimmers who 
compete in these events.

★ 2008 - 2013 Head coach Rollingwood Waves 
summer age group swim team (240 
participants)

★ 2011 nominated at University of Texas for 
Presidents Award for coaching TXLA Masters 
by university faculty members that participate 
in the program.

★ Swim Across America participant/promoter
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The Story of Chris Coxwell

Here is one more story concerning the passion and compassion of our coach, and in 
what high regard her opinion is held by our teammates.

Before a morning workout in early 2012, Chris Coxwell, one of our most regularly 
attending and long-time team members approached Whitney with an unusual problem: 
her seemingly healthy husband’s skin and eyes had suddenly turned a pale yellow 
color. Herself not knowing the serious nature of this event, she turned to Whitney for 
advice about whether he should go to the doctor. Whitney, whose husband is a nurse, 
urgently advised her to take him that same day. Heartbreakingly, the ultimate diagnosis 
(which took a few days to receive) was very bad: he had stage-four pancreatic cancer. 
The devastating disease ultimately took his life in only six months.

Over the course of those months, Chris frequently returned to Whitney. Whether it was 
to discuss the latest Doctors report, or for needing a shoulder to cry on, or just a friend 
to talk to, Whitney was always there for Chris.

When Chris lost her husband she was left without her life partner, alone, facing 
staggering bills with only half of her prior household income. Whitney rallied the team 
to support Chris both emotionally and financially, helping her to begin rebuilding her 
life and also helping her to save her house.  Chris recently said simply, “Whitney has 
changed my life.”
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Summary
We at TXLA appreciate the opportunity to nominate our coach Whitney Hedgepeth.  
Writing this document on Whitney has been a TXLA team effort as we have many 
members who contributed by sending me their thoughts, pictures, videos and quotes. 
We also had tremendous attendance at several meetings where we went over the 
outline, and several rewrites of the document.   Our hope is that we have been able to 
convey Whitney’s passion for coaching Masters swimming, how she loves all the 
personalities of our team, how engaged and organized she is, and finally what every 
member of this team believes: Whitney’s passion for coaching her swimmers, and for 
Masters swimming in general, is unmatched!

On behalf of 200+ TXLA members, we sincerely appreciate your time and effort to 
consider our nomination of Whitney Hedgepeth as USMS Coach of the Year!

Enthusiastically yours ...
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The TXLA Longhorn Aquatics Masters Swim Team!
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Appendix A: Austin Fit Magazine Articles

Improvement: Easy as 1, 2, 3
By Whitney Hedgepeth | January 2012

I think the New Year is a great time to make new swimming goals. Well, I think any time of the year is a 
great time to have lots of goals, but it’s an especially great time at the start of a new and potentially 
exciting year. There are three basic things I would love to see new swimmers, triathletes, and even 
seasoned swimmers attempt for the month of January.

Goal 1: Commit to Swimming 3-4 Times per Week
As a former competitive swimmer and a long-time Masters swim coach, I find the rule of thumb is that 
you need two swimming workouts per week to maintain where you are and three times per week, or 
more, to see improvement. Aim for improvement by making that commitment to swim 3-4 times each 
week.

Goal 2: Commit to Doing Flip Turns
I believe flip turns are a necessity. Flip turns help you carry momentum both into and out of the wall. 
This helps you learn to swim at a faster rate of speed. Start off small; maybe you just attempt flip turns at 
the odd ends of the pool, gradually working your way up to doing them at both ends. Think about how 
you do a roll on land—or better yet, practice a few on land. Keep your chin tucked into your chest and 
use your hands to help get your feet over fast. While you are turning, blow air out of your nose just like 
you would if you were blowing your nose into a tissue and trying to be quiet. The turn portion is actually 
only ¾ of a roll with a push-off onto your back and then corkscrewing onto your stomach.

When to do the turn is as critical as how to do it. Swimmers usually start a flip turn one stroke past the 
“T” on the bottom of the pool. If you have no “T” at your pool, try counting your strokes to find what 
number takes you to be within one stroke of the end of the pool. Knees should be pulled close to your 
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chest on the roll. The tighter the roll, the faster and easier it is to flip. Practice some turns in the middle 
of the pool; see how fast you can get around and blow air out of your nose. Once you feel confident with 
this, move on to trying turns against the wall.

Goal 3: Commit to Improving Streamlines
You are never moving faster than you do when you push off the wall or dive in. Use that to your 
advantage. The tighter your streamline, the faster and further you will go. What is a streamline position? 
Put one hand on top of the other with your elbows snug against your head right behind your ears, 
stretching your arms out as far as possible. This takes hardly any energy but will make you go 
considerably faster. I find a lot of people think of this as cheating or a waste of time. Don’t we all want 
to swim faster and have it seem easier to do? Let’s say you streamline further off the wall than the 
person beside you; that means you have taken two strokes to their six. The chances of you being less 
tired and swimming faster at the end of a mile are very good.

Best Wishes for a Happy and Healthy New Year.

Whitney’s Bio
Whitney Hedgepeth, a two-time Olympian, seven-time National Champion, and former American 
Record Holder (200-yard backstroke), currently oversees more than 150 Masters level swimmers here in 
Austin at Longhorn Aquatics. Hedgepeth has experience coaching since 1996 and works with swimmers 
of all abilities and ages, from newbies to former Olympic swimmers to professional triathletes.
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Variety Adds Spice
By Whitney Hedgepeth | April 2012

I Love swimming in Austin in the warmer months, especially the springtime. I coach Masters swimming at 
Longhorn Aquatics and we are always inside. However, whenever I get the chance, I really enjoy swimming 
outside with the sun on my face and back (my dermatologist begs me to swim indoors or use lots of 
sunscreen).

I made a commitment starting in February to swim at least twice a week. I am not sure if it was the way 
my arms shook like my grandmother’s used to or the fact that my 12-year-old daughter can beat me, but 
now I am back in the pool. Regardless, it feels good. With just two workouts a week, my arms feel more 
in shape and my core body feels more in sync. It has helped alleviate my back pain and my nagging foot 
pain.

You would think that a two-time Olympic swimmer would always want to swim. After staring at that 
black line on the bottom of the pool for more than 20 years, I felt the need for a change of scenery. I 
have spent the last 15 years running and mixing up my exercise. Having the time to fit in at least an hour 
of swimming is a lot harder than fitting in a quick hour run that starts just outside my front door. Drive 
time to get to a pool and the energy to get undressed and dressed again just didn’t fit into my busy 
schedule with three kids and working. I also deal with bouts of vertigo that are set-off by swimming but 
now that my youngest is almost in kindergarten, I feel it is time to rededicate myself to swimming.

There is nothing like being in swimming shape. I find it fascinating when elite runners come in to try out 
the Longhorn Aquatics Masters swim program; physically, they look phenomenal. Once they dive in, 
though, those elite runners don’t look so elite anymore. There isn’t much cross over in fitness from 
running to swimming, which is amazing. It can go both ways, too. An elite swimmer trying to run is, in 
most cases, not very pretty, either. Finding the right balance is key. The more I run, the worse my 
swimming becomes, and the more I swim, the worse my running seems to get. I find that, for me, 
swimming three times a week and running from three to four miles, six times a week is the perfect 
balance. I take Saturday or Sunday off, depending on which is busier with kid activities. I should also 
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clarify that I am not training for any event. I am just trying to maintain a decent weight and keep my 
body and MIND healthy (exercise is also my stress reliever).

There are many pools to use in the Austin area. Unfortunately, a lot of the city pools are now closed or 
are only open for limited amounts of time due to budget cuts. Finding the pool that is both convenient 
and to your liking is a tough one. I spend a lot of my time at Rollingwood pool off of Bee Caves Road. 
My family has been a member there for almost ten years, and my three children spend the majority of 
their summer hanging out there. It is open year-round and heated to a nice 80 degrees. I have other 
friends who just love Barton Springs and Deep Eddy, and they meet there early on the weekends because 
entry is free before 9 a.m. I, on the other hand, am completely too wimpy for pools that are below 78 
degrees. Some other great city pools are Dick Nichols, Mabel Davis, and Northwest. One summer 
(before I had kids and before we joined Rollingwood pool), I made a list of all of the Austin city pools 
and visited each and every one—quite a fun summer goal!

Once I get to the pool, I like to use some equipment in my practice. Kickboard, buoy, paddles and fins 
are my favorites. I usually train in a 25-yard pool, but I prefer the 50-meter length because it is harder 
and gets you in better shape faster. I usually start off with about a 1,000-yard warm-up with some part of 
it doing fingertip drag drill. This drill involves actually dragging your fingertips across the top of the 
water, which helps get your elbows up high and prevents shoulder strain. I usually make the main set of 
the workout 2,500-4,000 yards. I swim mostly freestyle these days to help with my vertigo but I do 
believe that doing all of the strokes helps with muscle endurance, which leads to faster swimming.

Best wishes on finding your favorite swimming hole this spring and summer. I think it is going to be 
another HOT HOT HOT one. WEAR YOUR SUNSCREEN!

The lanes for this workout were set up according to swimmers’ speed and ability. There were two 
workouts offered this day, and 75 people did this practice, which lasted an hour and a half. This was the 
interval for my fastest group of swimmers; slower lanes typically get in 4,000-4,500 total.

Whitney Hedgepeth, a two-time Olympian, seven-time National Champion, and former American Record 
Holder (200-yard backstroke), currently oversees more than 150 Masters’ level swimmers here in Austin 
at Longhorn Aquatics. She has been the head age group coach (’96-’99) and head National coach 
(’99-’01) and, from 2001-2004, she began coaching the Masters group. Hedgepeth has been the head 
Masters coach at Longhorn Aquatics since 2004, working with swimmers of all abilities, from newbies 
to former Olympic swimmers to professional triathletes.
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Life’s Lessons Learned Through Competition
By Whitney Hedgepeth | July 2012

I have always liked to compete. I can’t remember a time when I didn’t want to be the first one to finish whatever 
the task at hand. As I have aged, I’ve found that I enjoy the camaraderie and the friendships a lot more and the 
competitions a lot less. These days, my favorite competition is to see who can mow the yard the fastest. But for 
nearly 12 years, I competed at the highest level the sport of swimming has to offer. While I relished being in that 
kind of shape, I don’t miss the pressure of having to be that good. Now, I enjoy being a spectator, cheerleader, and 
a recreational athlete. I feel very content and happy with where I am in my life and it took me awhile to learn 
competition doesn’t have to be a part of it. It is the journey to this realization that has been so important and 
memorable and has shaped the person I am today.

My first memory of wanting to be an Olympian was in kindergarten. The 1976 Olympics were on TV and I 
watched them with my parents. On the first day of school, my kindergarten teacher asked me what I wanted to be 
when I grew up. “An Olympian,” I replied. I started swimming that same year with my older sister. I was not a 
great swimmer (or even a good swimmer) but I worked hard, listened well, and—most importantly—I dreamed 
BIG.

When I went to my first Olympic Trials at age 13, I was the youngest one there and I absorbed everything around 
me. I watched how the best swimmers in the world warmed up, raced, and prepared for the meet. It was the best 
learning experience of my life. I also realized that these were normal people who possessed an extraordinary gift.

Over the next four years, I worked hard and set high goals for myself and in 1998, I made the Olympic team in the 
200 individual medley. I remember it vividly; the Olympic Trials were held here in Austin, Texas, and I swam in 
lane eight at the Lee and Joe Jamail Texas Swim Center. This was the beginning of my love for the University of 
Texas (UT) and the Austin area. I went on to the Olympics in Seoul, Korea, at age 17. While my goal had always 
been to be an Olympian, I hadn’t dreamed of being an Olympian who’d won a medal so, once I got to the 
Olympics, I was at a loss. I placed eighth and came home unsatisfied.

In 1989, I was a senior in high school with “Olympian” on my resume and my pick of college scholarships. I 
chose the college that I thought would best prepare me to make another Olympic team and win a medal. Choosing 
UT, home of so many great swimmers, was an easy choice. I loved the team atmosphere and all the opportunities 
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UT had to offer. Unfortunately, I didn’t have the results I’d desired; I placed third in two events at the next 
Olympic Trials in 1992, and only two people per event qualify for the Olympic Team. I’d gone from being ranked 
in the top five in the world in numerous events to failing to make the US Olympic Team.

This turned out to be a great life lesson on how to deal with failure. No matter how successful or unsuccessful I 
was, my parents and my true friends still loved me. I realized I didn’t need an Olympic medal to define me. It 
seems I had put too much pressure on myself and swimming had become more of a job and less of something fun 
I enjoyed doing. I had lost perspective.

I graduated from UT in 1994 a 27-time All-American with a degree in education and I got my first job teaching 
sixth grade language arts. Midway through that first year, I got the itch to swim again. I felt like I had more I 
wanted to accomplish. I didn’t want to have any regrets. What did I have to lose? I had made it to the Olympics 
once and missed it twice, so I knew I would be okay either way. I called up Jill Sterkel, legendary women’s swim 
coach at UT, and asked if a post-graduate could train with the college team. She agreed to let me give it a try.

I went on to make the 1996 Olympic Team and win three medals: a gold in the 400 medley relay, a silver in the 
100 back, and a silver in the 200 back. My journey from that little kindergartner to Olympic medalist was a 
wonderful rollercoaster ride with lots of ups and downs. It has shaped me into the mom, wife, friend, sister, 
daughter, coach, and person I am today. I try to help my children and the people I coach to set goals and most 
importantly dream BIG! Nothing is too high, too fast, or too big if you believe in yourself!

Whitney’s Five Strategies to Live By:

1. DEFINE YOUR GOAL.

The quest for success always begins with a target. Too many people wander through life like sleepwalkers. They 
follow familiar routines and never ask, “What am I doing with my life?” They don’t know what they’re doing 
because they lack goals. Setting goals is focusing the will to move in a certain direction. Begin with a clear 
concept of what you want. Write down your goals and date them because putting them into words clarifies them. 
Focus on fulfilling your desires to do, to produce, to contribute.

2. SEEK OUT THOSE WHO KNOW MORE.

Whatever your goals, plan to network with those who know more than you. Model your efforts on theirs, 
adjusting and improving as you go.

3. PURSUE YOUR VISION WITH STUBBORN CONSISTENCY.

The biggest difference between people who succeed and those who don’t is usually not talent but persistence.

4. MAKE AN EMOTIONAL COMMITMENT.

It is difficult to pursue a dream without deep commitment. Great success requires risk, whether financial, social, 
or physical.

5. REVIEW AND RENEW YOUR GOALS.

Reread your list of goals now and then. If you decide one should be adjusted or replaced with a better one, make 
corrections. And when you have achieved your goal or made a big step toward it,

CELEBRATE!

Whitney Hedgepeth, a two-time Olympian, seven-time National Champion, and former American Record Holder 
(200-yard backstroke), currently oversees more than 150 Masters’ level swimmers here in Austin at Longhorn 
Aquatics. She has been the head age group coach (’96-’99) and head National coach (’99-’01) and, from 
2001-2004, she began coaching the Masters group. Hedgepeth has been the head Masters coach at Longhorn 
Aquatics since 2004, working with swimmers of all abilities, from newbies to former Olympic swimmers to 
professional triathletes.
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Trying out a Masters Swim Team
By Whitney Hedgepeth | December 2012

Being involved with swimming is what I like. It is what I know.

Right out of college, I was a sixth-grade Language Arts teacher. It was my first job (and a hard one, at 
that). I knew quickly that it wasn’t my calling. Having been a successful swimmer opened many doors 
and, luckily, I landed a job coaching age-group swimming at Longhorn Aquatics. I coached some of the 
top 12-and-under swimmers in the state of Texas. It wasn’t a job I was going to make a lot of money 
doing, but it was a job I was very passionate about and one that fit my personality. When I woke up 
every day, I was excited to help improve the strokes and techniques of my swimmers. I watched them 
break meet and state records and go on to get college scholarships—and one even went on to become an 
Olympian. It was so rewarding and fulfilling to see these great kids grow up and be successful both in 
and out of the water.

Once I started having children of my own, I switched to coaching Masters swimming. The change was 
much harder than I expected. I went from working with fun, goal-driven kids to a large group of adults 
with many different reasons and agendas for swimming. I’ve found that 60 percent of my Masters 
clientele swim to prepare for triathlons, 30 percent swim for fitness, and ten percent compete in meets. 
Finding a way to accommodate and balance all of these different ability levels, ages, and goals has been 
quite the challenge.
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Over the 11 years I have coached Masters swimming (almost eight of them at Longhorn Aquatics), I 
have learned to LOVE the adult interaction and the quirkiness each swimmer brings to the pool. Each 
person has a story to tell; each person has a life outside of the pool that I want to know about and am 
fascinated by. I suppose a lot of my swimmers call me nosey but I am genuinely interested in how others 
live their lives. I like to know how many children people have, how many pets they own, who is 
married, what they do for a living, etc.

During an Olympic year, Masters swimming gets an influx of adults who are inspired to get back into 
the pool and join a swim group. There are many different Masters programs in Austin, and each team 
has a different feel and atmosphere. There is one out there that will fit each person’s personality. Almost 
all the Masters programs in town let new swimmers try out a practice for free to see what they think. I 
recommend this, as I think it is the best way to find a group you feel comfortable with and one that fits 
what you are looking to accomplish.

Once you decide to try out a team, email the coach and ask what is a good time to come in and find out 
what the team’s policy is regarding visits. You will need a good swimsuit and a pair of goggles that fit 
well. Almost all women and 70 percent of men wear a swim cap. Most teams use fins, kickboards, 
buoys, and paddles in their workouts, so I advise buying your own and using an equipment bag to carry 
them. Even if the team has equipment you can borrow, it is quicker and easier to have your own 
accessible at all times (and no telling whose feet those fins have been on or where that buoy has been—
hehe). Lane Four Swim Shop is a great place to get this equipment as well as the Longhorn Aquatics 
Store, located on the second floor of the Lee and Joe Jamail Texas Swimming Center.

Most of the Masters teams in the Austin area are not “learn to swim” programs and require some 
swimming knowledge and familiarity with swim etiquette as well as the ability to swim freestyle (at the 
very least). Swimmers are usually put in lanes according to speed and ability so, when you visit a 
program, ask what lane would be appropriate for your skill level. If you haven’t been swimming much 
(or at all), build into the workout. Do as much as you can without hurting yourself while still keeping it 
fun. If you decide to join the group, try to swim a little longer or a cover a little more yardage each time 
you go to practice.

Membership fees and the number of workouts offered per week vary amongst teams. At Longhorn 
Aquatics, for example, we offer 11 workouts per week for $72 per month. Each team will also have a 
different focus and way of organizing practices. I like to organize my workouts by days of the week:

• Mondays and Thursdays emphasize freestyle;
• Tuesdays and Wednesdays are Individual Medley (IM)/stroke days;
• Fridays focus on FAST anaerobic swimming;
• Saturdays cover distance;
• Sundays are sprints.
However, there are times where I just totally change it up to keep people on their toes. Surprises are 
always FUN!!

Here is an example of a week with coach Whitney Hedgepeth and the Texas Longhorn Aquatics Masters 
swim group (yards pool):

Monday or Thursday (freestyle emphasis days)
Warm up
200 free swim drag fingertips
150 free pull breathe every 3
100 kick
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50 (5 strokes Fast 5 strokes ez)
above x 2

Main Set
8 x 250 @ 3:30-5:30 (lanes are set up by speed and ability)
1-4 (200 at mile race pace/50 ez)
5-8 (200 at 800 race pace/50 ez)
800 free pull (build by 200ʹ′s)
8 x 150 @ 2:00-3:15
1-4 (100 at 400 race pace/50 ez)
5-8 (100 at 200 race pace/50 ez)
5000 yards

Tuesday or Wednesday (IM/stroke days)
Warm up
400 swim (75 free/25 no free)
100 kick
400 pull (75 free/25 no free)

Main Set
12 x 300 (8 x 300 for slower swimmers) @ 4:30-6:30
1-3 (100 free/50 fly/100 free/50 back) descend 1-3
4 x 25 fly-6 strokes FAST off each wall @ :30-:45
4-6 (100 free/50 back/100 free/50 breast) descend 1-3
4 x 25 back-12 strokes FAST off each wall
7-9 (100 free/ 50 breast/100 free/50 IM) descend 1-3
4 x 25 breast-6 strokes FAST off each wall
10-12 (50 free/50 fly/50 free/50 back/50 free/50 breast) descend 1-3
4 x 25 free-12 strokes FAST off each wall
100 easy
5000 yards

Friday (FAST-anaerobic days)
Warm up
400 free swim
300 free pull
200 kick-fins optional
100 IM
4 x 50 free descend 1-4 rest :15 (get heart rate up and be ready to
swim FAST)

Main Set
200 FAST free
100 easy
above x 5 @ 5:00 for each round
100 FAST any stroke
100 easy
above x 4 @ 4:00
50 FAST any stroke
50 easy
above x 5 @ 3:00
4000 yards
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Saturday (distance days)
Warm up
300 free swim distance per stroke (16 or less per 25)
50 right side kick/50 right arm only
300 free pull distance per stroke
50 left side kick/50 left arm only

Main Set
800 free swim (75 % effort) get time rest 1:00
4 x 50 free with buoy (3 breaths per 50) rest :15
2 x 400 free swim (80% effort) add up should be :08 faster than 800
rest :40 between
4 x 50 (IM order) 25 drill/25 swim rest :15
4 x 200 free swim (85% effort) add up should be :16 faster than 800
rest: 30 between
4 x 50 kick (25 FAST/25 ez) rest :15
8 x 100 free swim (90% effort) add up should be :32 faster than 800
rest: 20 between
100 easy
800 pull (negative split) second half faster; try to breathe every 3rd
5500 yards

Sunday (sprint days)
Warm up
100 free swim/25 FAST/25 kick on back/100 pull x 4

Main Set
12 x 25 any stroke @ :30-:45
0dd: FAST
Even: ez
400 free pull breathe every 2
12 x 50 any stroke @ 1:00-1:30
Odd: FAST
Even: ez
400 free pull breathe every 3
12 x 75 with fins kicking @ 1:14-1:45
Odd: FAST
Even: ez
400 free pull breathe every 4
100 easy
4000 yards

Whitney Hedgepeth, a two-time Olympian, seven-time National Champion, and former American Record Holder 
(200-yard backstroke), currently oversees more than 150 Masters’ level swimmers here in Austin at Longhorn 
Aquatics. She has been the head age group coach (’96-’99) and head National coach (’99-’01) and, from 
2001-2004, she began coaching the Masters group. Hedgepeth has been the head Masters coach at Longhorn 
Aquatics since 2004, working with swimmers of all abilities, from newbies to former Olympic swimmers to 
professional triathletes.
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Appendix B: Weekly Email Example

From: <whitneylh@austin.rr.com>
Subject: [txla-masters]11/5-11/12 Schedule
Date: November 4, 2012 7:00:08 PM CST
To:"txlamastersgroup"

Mornings
Mon !! ! 5:00-6:30 am
Tues/Thurs ! 6:30-8 am
Wed/Fri ! ! 6:00-7:30 am
Sat-none because of a UT football game

Noons
Sun-Thurs 12-1:15 pm

Quotes of the week:
“All right mister, let me tell you what winning means...you’re willing to go longer, 
work harder, give more than anyone else.” –Vince Lombardi

“Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are in 
harmony.”-Gandhi

“Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable 
will.”-Gandhi

“The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.”-Gandhi

Recipe(s) of the week:
Egg, Bacon, and Sausage Casserole(we eat this for dinner often)

• 1 lb of lean sausage
• 2 cups skim milk
• 1 tsp salt
• 3 slices of bread
• 9 eggs
• 1 cup of grated cheese(we like sharp cheddar)
• 8 slices of turkey bacon
• 1 tsp dry mustard

Preheat oven to 350
Brown sausage and drain/cook bacon; drain and chop up
beat eggs with milk, salt, and dry mustard
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crumble bread
Layer:
Bread crumbs sausage bacon cheese
egg mixture
Bake for 45-50 minutes or until firm

Peanut butter Balls (A Christmas favorite but a pain to make)
• 1 lb butter or margarine
• 2 cups peanut butter
• 3 lbs confectioners sugar
• 1 tsp vanilla
• 1 package of melting chocolate for dipping(I like the white chocolate and 

the milk chocolate the best)
Cream butter and peanut butter
add sugar and vanilla
roll into marble size balls
Melt several cubes of the chocolate(if you do too much at one time it gets too 
hard)
dip balls into chocolate with a toothpick
let harden and refrigerate
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Appendix C: Swimmer of the Week Example

Patricia Walsh

2011 Para National Champion

2011 Herman Ironman World 
record holder for fastest 
Ironman for both blind / low 
vision Women, and Men with a 
finishing time of 11:50.

My Story:
I’ve been blind for 15 years. 
I can’t see my hand at the 
end of my arm. Don’t be 
surprised if you didn’t know 
that, even the people I am 
around daily don’t always 
realize how little I see. I 
have a 6 degree tunnel of 
light, dark, and motion. If 

your moving around I’ll probably get you, if you’re standing still 
I’ll miss you every time. It is for this reason that I really hate 
hanging plants.

I lost the bulk of my vision at the age of 14. I had been on track 
to graduate high school early. I had taken high school level math 
courses in the 7th and 8th grade in order to get ahead. I had a 
pediatric brain tumor in 1986 which caused the initial vision loss, 
followed by some post operation complications that caused the 
loss of the remaining residual vision.

I found myself at the school for the blind in Vancouver WA 
learning how to read Braille. One day I was the top of my class, 
the next I was straining to read “See Jane run”. My transition 
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from being able bodied to being disabled happened in the flash of 
an eye.

I had been spoon-fed the idea that a person living with a severe 
disability stood no chance of contributing anything meaningful to 
the world around them. To attempt anything bigger and better 
than a menial job would be an exercise in failure. My self-esteem 
was abysmal, my ambitious nature had been crushed, and my 
hope for my own future was dim.

Self-esteem is the force that pushes the mass to accelerate, 
without Self-esteem the soul cannot accelerate. My pursuit of 
athletics helped to repair my self-esteem.

15 years later it’s obvious that there was a change, and the 
change is this: I had a revelation. I saw clear as day that if I 
didn’t make changes at the young age of 19 that I never would.

I started taking on major challenges. I knew with every step 
forward that I could simply prove everyone right, that this next 
challenge could be a failure I’d have to explain for the rest of my 
life. The conclusion I came to was that I’d rather live my life as a 
person who failed gracefully than as a person who never made 
the attempt.

There was a trail near my house. I was overweight and out of 
shape. I started running every day.

The first time I ran a full mile I was in shock that nothing bad had 
happened, The first time I ran 8 miles I was astonished at how far 
my legs could take me, The first time I ran a half marathon I 
knew in no uncertain terms this was no exercise in failure.

I have sense completed 11 full length marathons, qualified for 
Boston Marathon multiple times making a lifelong dream comes 
true. As well as completing 2 full length Iron Man competitions; 
recently crushing the record for low vision / blind male and 
females. This past summer I won the Para athlete national 
championship for triathlon. I was not only the fastest in the 
visually impaired division, but I was the fastest female over all. 
Recently I took 3rd on the world stage for the short course 
representing my country as part of Team USA in Beijing, CH.
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From where I stand now I feel I only have one option that is to do 
everything possible to help others feel the same sense of 
empowerment.

Learning to run changed my life. Through each incremental 
victory I saw my hope for the future brighten. I have the 
opportunity to help others see that same light by setting an 
example of someone who lives to be fulfilled, happy, and 
accomplished. To live an example of someone who has a 
disability, but is not defined by that lack of ability.
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Appendix D: Swimmer Magazine Articles

For back copies of the Swimmer Magazine articles written by Whitney please contact Laura 
Hamel or see these links below

http://www.usmsswimmer.com/issue.php

http://www.usmsswimmer.com/issue.php?i=35

http://www.usmsswimmer.com/issue.php?i=37
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